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(972) 489-3611
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(972) 489-5430
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Objectives

� Gain clarity on important elements of your 
organization

� Identify essential systems

� Define key work processes

� Understand process management

� Analyze your feedback report(s)

� Leverage your application preparation 
process
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Important Organizational Elements

� Core Competencies

� Strategic Advantages

� Strategic Challenges

� Strategic Opportunities
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Core Competencies
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� Areas of greatest expertise

� Strategically important capabilities that provide 
an advantage in the marketplace or service 
environment

� Frequently challenging for competitors or other 
suppliers to imitate

� Provide a sustainable competitive advantage

� May involve technology expertise, unique 
service offerings, a marketplace niche, or a 
particular business acumen

*From the Glossary of the 2013-2014 Health Care Criteria for Performance Excellence

Observations About Core Competencies 
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� Typically organizations have more than one, 
(but an organization that believes it has a 
dozen or more is probably not being realistic)

� Frequently reflect cross-functional or multi-
disciplinary involvement

� May become core “rigidities” if not challenged
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Some Examples

� Product-based:  small engine design and 
manufacturing (Honda)

� Process-based:  logistics and customer 
service (FedEx)

� Technology-based:  miniaturization (Sony)

� Behaviorally-based:  valuing diversity 
(Google)
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Strategic Advantages

� Those marketplace benefits that exert a 
decisive influence on an organization’s 
likelihood of future success

� Frequently are sources of current and future 
competitiveness relative to other providers of 
similar products and services

� Generally arise from either or both of two 
sources

1. Core competencies (internal capabilities)

2. Key relationships and partnerships (external)
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*From the Glossary of the 2013-2014 Health Care Criteria for Performance Excellence

Examples Originating from External 
Sources

� Barriers to entry to competitors

– Large investment required for infrastructure 
development (chipmakers)

� High “switching costs” to customers

– Municipalities with large customer base (public 
utility companies)

� Leverage with suppliers

– Dominance in the marketplace (Wal-Mart)

9
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Strategic Challenges

� Pressures that exert a decisive influence on 
an organization’s likelihood of future success 
(sound familiar?)

� Generally externally driven

� Responding to them may then create internal 
strategic challenges
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*From the Glossary of the 2013-2014 Health Care Criteria for Performance Excellence

Some examples

� Redesigning and personalizing student 
support services (higher education)

� Introduction of disruptive technology with 
rapid adoption (networking and fiber channel)

� Hybrid warfare in populated areas (U.S. 
Army)

� Cost recovery limitations (health care)

� Shortage of skilled workers (fill in the blank)

� Transforming bureaucracy, assumptions, and 
a negative culture (fill in the blank)
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New in 2013 – 2014 Criteria

� Strategic Opportunities – Prospects that arise 
from outside-the-box thinking, brainstorming, 
capitalizing on serendipity, research and 
innovation processes, nonlinear extrapolation of 
current conditions, and other approaches to 
imagining a different future.

� The generation of ideas that lead to strategic 
opportunities benefits from an environment that 
encourages nondirected, free thought.  
Choosing which strategic opportunities to 
pursue involves other considerations of relative 
risk, financial and otherwise, and then making 
intelligent choices (intelligent risks).

12
*From the Glossary of the 2013-2014 Health Care Criteria for Performance Excellence
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What Are Your…

� Core Competencies

� Strategic Challenges

� Strategic Advantages

� Strategic Opportunities
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The Genesis of the Nine Essential 
Systems
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What Are “Essential” Systems?

� Serve as the foundation for organizations 
striving for sustainable improvement and 
excellent results

� Required by the Baldrige Criteria for 
Performance Excellence

15
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The Nine Essential Systems

1. Leadership System

2. Patient, Stakeholder, and Market System

3. Strategic Planning and Execution System

4. Service Design and Delivery System

5. Measurement, Analysis and Review System

6. Process Design, Management, and 
Improvement System

7. Performance Management and Improvement 
System

8. Workforce Engagement System

9. Communication System
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1. Leadership System

Essential EBE 

Systems

Band 3 Characteristics Band 2 Related Results

1. Leadership 

System

• Senior leaders are visible 

throughout the organization.

• Senior leaders serve as role 

models of legal and ethical 

behavior.

• Senior leaders set performance 

expectations and regularly review 

progress against related 

performance measures.

• Senior leaders create and promote 

a culture of patient safety and a 

focus on organizational 

improvement.

• The leadership system and the 

performance of the senior leaders 

and the members of the 

governance board are regularly 

reviewed and improved.

• Results show 

progress against 

organizational 

strategy and key 

action plans.
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1. Leadership System
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Sharp Health Care

2. Patient, Stakeholder, and Market 
System

Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems

2. Patient, 

Stakeholder, 

and Market 

System

• There is a clear focus throughout 

the organization on patients and 

other customers.

• All levels of the workforce try to 

build positive relationships with 

patients and other customers.

• The organization has multiple 

mechanisms to gather the Voice of 

the Customer (VOC).

• Customer complaints are gathered, 

analyzed, and resolved.

• The organization regularly assesses 

the satisfaction and engagement of 

its customers.

• There are processes in place to use 

VOC, complaints, and customer 

satisfaction data to drive 

improvement.

• Results for patient 

and other customer 

satisfaction and 

engagement show 

good levels and 

improvement trends.

• Results for complaint 

resolution are 

shown.
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2. Patient, Stakeholder, and Market 
System

21

Heartland Health
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3.  Strategic Planning and Execution 
System  

Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems

3. Strategic 

Planning and 

Execution 

System

• The organization has a process to 

develop its strategy.

• Key strategic objectives and timelines 

have been developed.

• The organization translates strategic 

objectives into action plans that are 

deployed into the organization.

• Senior leaders regularly review 

progress against these action plans.

• The strategic planning process is 

regularly reviewed and improved.

• Results show 

progress against 

organizational 

strategy and key 

action plans.
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3.  Strategic Planning and Execution 
System  

23

Heartland Health

4.  Service Design and Delivery System  

Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems

4. Service Design 

and Delivery 

System

• Key processes in the service delivery 

system are designed and managed 

to maximize patient and stakeholder 

value while balancing the 

organizational needs for profitability 

or financial return.

• These processes ensure that 

individual patient’s needs and 

expectations are addressed.

• Results for clinical 

outcomes and other 

measures of 

healthcare service 

delivery show good 

levels and 

improvement trends.

• Results for patient 

satisfaction with 

healthcare service 

delivery show good 

levels and 

improvement trends.
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4.  Service Design and Delivery System  

25

Advocate Good Samaritan

5.  Measurement, Analysis, and Review 
System  

Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems

5. Measurement, 

Analysis, and 

Review System

• The organization has measures in 

place to track daily operations and 

overall organizational performance 

for key processes.

• The organization conducts effective 

analysis of the data from these 

measures to ensure that valid 

decisions are made.

• Leaders regularly conduct 

performance reviews and take action 

to address gaps in performance or to 

drive further improvement.

• Results for measures 

of key processes 

show good levels and 

improvement trends. 

• Organizational-level 

analysis

26

5.  Measurement, Analysis, and Review 
System  

27

Advocate Good Samaritan
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6.  Process Design, Management and 
Improvement System  

Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems

6. Process Design, 

Management, 

and 

Improvement 

System

• The organization has identified a set 

of key processes and designed them 

to meet their associated customer 

requirements.

• There are in-process (leading) and 

outcome (trailing) measures in place 

to monitor and manage these key 

processes.

• Based on these measures, the key 

processes are regularly reviewed and 

improved to achieve better 

performance and reduce variability.

• Results for measures 

of key processes 

show good levels and 

improvement trends.

• Results 

demonstrating 

process and/or 

operational efficiency 

show good levels and 

improvement trends.
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6.  Process Design, Management and 
Improvement System  

29

Advocate Good Samaritan

7.  Performance Management and 
Improvement System  

Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems

7. Performance 

Management and 

Improvement 

System

• The organization has an integrated 

system for improvement that includes 

documenting cycles of evaluation, 

organizational learning, and 

innovation.

• The integrated system serves as the 

overarching framework to align 

individual approaches used for 

process improvement, such as 

PDSA, Lean, Six Sigma, etc.

• Results show 

progress against 

organizational 

strategy and key 

action plans.

30
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7.  Performance Management and 
Improvement System  

31Premier

8. Workforce Engagement System  

Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems

8. Workforce 

Engagement 

System

• Key factors that affect workforce 

engagement and satisfaction have 

been determined.

• Leaders seek to create a high-

performance environment.

• All elements of the workforce are 

included:  employees, physicians, 

volunteers, etc.

• Compensation and recognition 

systems promote collaboration.

• Learning and development 

opportunities are provided for the 

workforce.  Where applicable, 

licensure and recredentialing are 

ensured.

• The organization regularly assesses 

the satisfaction and engagement of 

its workforce.

• At least the minimum regulatory 

standards for workforce safety are 

met.

• Results show good 

levels and 

improvement trends 

for $ and/or hours of 

training and 

development per 

workforce member.

• Results for key 

workforce safety 

measures show good 

levels and 

improvement trends.

• Results for workforce 

satisfaction and 

engagement show 

good levels and 

improvement trends.

32

8. Workforce Engagement System  

33

Advocate Good Samaritan
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9. Communication System  

Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems Essential EBE Systems

9. Communication 

System

• Communication reinforces the 

mission, vision, and values with the 

workforce, customers, suppliers, 

partners and stakeholders.

• Senior leaders actively encourage 

frank, two-way communication.

• Communication includes information 

about the performance of the 

organization.

• A variety of methods are used to 

communicate on a frequent basis.

• The communication system is 

regularly reviewed and improved.

• Results of workforce, 

customer, supplier 

and partner, and 

stakeholder 

satisfaction with 

communication show 

good levels and 

improvement trends.

• If there is a 

suggestion (or 

similar) program, 

results of ideas 

submitted show good 

levels and 

improvement trends.
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9. Communication System -- Methods Used

35Sharp Health Care

More Best Practices from Baldrige 
Award Recipients

36
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Essential  Systems Best Practices

1. Leadership • PVHS -- Eliminating the parallel processes for running the business.  

Make Baldrige the only way to manage the business. 

2. Patient, 

Stakeholder, and 

Market

• Mercy – Customer Relationship Management Model tightly integrated 

with the Strategic Planning Process

3. Strategic Planning 

and Execution

• AtlantiCare Strategy Maps to connect every employee with the 

organization’s “Big Dot” goals

• SSM’s use of Passports to deploy organizational goals to departments 

and individuals enabling line-of-sight alignment

4. Service Design 

and Delivery

• Tahoe Forest Health System’s use of multiple patient, community, and 

stakeholder advisory boards to gather requirements and link them to 

service and process design

5. Measurement, 

Analysis, and 

Review

• Bronson’s linked scorecards and 90-day action planning and process

• RWJ’s Organizational Performance Measurement System

• Tahoe Forest Health Systems use of Performance Excellence Boards 

to make objectives, goals, results and improvement action plans visible

6. Process Design, 

Management, and 

Improvement 

• Sharp’s Value-Creation model

• NMMC’s 7-step, closed-loop process design model

7. Performance 

Management and 

Improvement

• Heartland Health’s Learning and Development Process

• PVHS’ Performance Excellence Cycle

8. Workforce 

Engagement

• Heartland Health’s People Plan to ensure workforce alignment and 

“HEART” behaviors

9. Communication • RWJ’s 5-Pillars Communication Process

• Sharp’s process for sharing best practices and lessons learned

Key Work Processes*

� Your organization’s most important 
internal value-creation processes.

� They might include health care service 
design, production, and delivery; patient 
support; supply-chain management; 
business; and support processes.

� They are the processes that involve the 
majority of your organization’s 
workforce.
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*From the Glossary of the 2013-2014 Health Care Criteria for Performance Excellence

Key Work Processes* (continued)

� Your key work processes frequently relate to 
your core competencies, the factors that 
determine your success relative to competitors 
and organizations offering similar health care 
services, and the factors your senior leaders 
consider important for business growth.

39
*From the Glossary of the 2013-2014 Health Care Criteria for Performance Excellence

Strategic Advantages and 
Strategic Challenges

Strategic Opportunities
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What Are Your…

Key Work Processes?

40

Principles of Process Management

� All Work is a Process

� Work Flows Horizontally, not Vertically

� Processes Need Clear Ownership

� Procedures Define Processes

� Following Procedures Assures Customer 
Satisfaction 

� Cross-Functional Processes Represent the 
Largest Opportunity
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All Work Is a Process -- SIPOC

42

Your 

Supplier(s) 

(external or 

internal)

Your 

Customer(s) 

(external or 

internal)
INPUT

What group

receives to

do work.

OUTPUTS

Results

achieved by

the Group.

FEEDBACK

How well output

meets requirements.

PROCESS

How group

does the

work.
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Process Management Has Four Key 
Steps

1. Identify the process requirements

2. Design the process

3. Manage the process

4. Improve the process
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Why Process Management?

� Variation in processes produces variation in 
customer experience and results

� You’d like to sleep at night

44

How Do You Determine Key Work 
Process Requirements?

� It starts with identifying your 
key customers and 
stakeholders

� The next step is listening to 
the Voice of the Customer 
(VOC)

� The next step requires 
translating the VOC into 
measurable attributes of the 
process (“specifications”)

45
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Process Ownership Is Key!

� Process owners are responsible for ensuring 
that:

– The process is designed to meet related 
customer and business requirements

– Measure(s) of the process are defined

– The process is monitored for performance 
effectiveness

– Related documents (policies, procedures, work 
instructions, etc.) are developed, approved, 
and updated to support the process

– Appropriate training is conducted

– The process is regularly evaluated and 
improved
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The Process Owner (concluded)

� The contact for information related to the 
process

� The person with organizational responsibility 
for all of the cross-functional areas involved in 
the process

� The only person with the authority to approve 
changes in the process or related measures

In Contrast, Metric Owners

� Are responsible for:

– Gathering data

– Identifying relevant comparisons

– Reporting the results

– Identifying any adverse trends

– Assisting with root cause analysis and 
recommendations for improvement
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Procedures Document How Work Is 
Done

� Procedures are an Organization’s 
Written Record or “Prescription” for –

� How Each Process is to be Performed

� Who (Organizationally) is Responsible for 
Performing Each Activity or Step of the 
Process

� What Information or Data (If Any) Must 
be Recorded and Retained as Evidence 
or Results of the Work Performed

Adapted from Insight 1 Copyright Material
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Procedures – Essential to Customer 
Satisfaction

� Proper Procedures, when followed, Assure 
Work is Performed with:

– Accuracy (as Prescribed)

– Consistency (Same Every Time by Anyone)

� These Two Factors Assure Repeatable and 
Reliable Compliance with Customer 
Requirements

� Adapted from Insight 1 Copyright Material
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Procedures – Error-Free Work

� Procedures, Properly Followed, 
contribute to Error-Free Work by:

– Facilitating Consistent Results Through 
Repetition of Process Steps

– Establishing the Baseline for –

� Process Performance Assessment and 
Measurement

� Process Improvement and Optimization 

� Adapted from Insight 1 Copyright Material

51
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A Tool to Design, Manage, and Improve 
Essential Systems
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Process Ownership and Descriptions

53

Process Description Tool for Higher Scores
Process Owner:

Customer Requirements: Related Measures (in-process and outcome):

Evidence of Deployment: Evidence of Learning (systematic evaluation and 

improvement)

1.

2.

3.

Integration – Key Linkages with Other Key Processes or Systems

Analyzing Your Feedback Report(s)

� Pay attention to your Strengths

� Characterize your OFIs

– True and important to address

– True but not a priority at this time

– Not true but our application was the source of 
the problem

– Not true – “wiffle ball”

� Multiple years of feedback – look for themes 
across the years

54
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Leveraging Your Application 
Preparation Process

� Writing team selection is key

– Category champions:  senior leaders

– Process owners

– Subject matter experts

– High potential employees

� Six sub-teams, not seven

– Develop a clear line of sight between your 
essential systems, key processes, and your 
results
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Leveraging Your Application 
Preparation Process (cont.)

� Capture self-identified OFIs to address once 
the application has been submitted

� Adapt your Organizational Profile for

– Marketing collateral

– Employee recruitment and onboarding

� Use Site Visit preparation to further employee 
understanding and engagement

� Use Strengths to reinforce great performance
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Any Questions?

57
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Excerpts from the 2013–2014 Criteria for 

Performance Excellence are used with permission 
of the Baldrige Performance Excellence Program, 
Gaithersburg, MD: U.S. Department of Commerce, 
National Institute of Standards and Technology. To 

obtain a copy of the Criteria, visit the Baldrige 
Program Web site at 

www.nist.gov/baldrige/publications/criteria.cfm.
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